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Canaan Inc. engages in the research, development, design, and
sale of integrated circuit (IC) final system products by integrating

IC products for bitcoin mining and related components
primarily in the People’s Republic of China. 

 
It is also involved in the assembly of system products; and

supply chain and distribution of system products. The company
was founded in 2013 and is based in Hangzhou, the People’s

Republic of China.
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While Canaan might seem like a nice play on a potential boom in
cryptos, it couldn't be further from it. Throughout CUBE's

research, we find a ton of head scratching facts and figures that
make the company very sketchy. Even aside from such things,

CUBE believes their business model alone simply isn't sustainable.
 

CAN's revenues come from selling bitcoin mining machines. CAN
has seen their revenues fall dramatically Y/Y as net revenues were

RMB1,422.6 million ($204M) compared to RMB2,705.3 million in
2018 ($380M) - a drop of 58%. More importantly, net losses were
RMB1,034.5 million ($148.6 million) compared to net income of

RMB122.4 million in 2018  ($17.4M). More on this in pages to
come.

 
Before we get into anything on the financials, CUBE wants to bring
to light some findings that we believe are very concerning on the
company and then discuss the bitcoin halving that recently took
place alongside growing electricity costs and how the outlook for

mining is far from bright.
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ANALYSIS



CAN was denied a listing 3 times on Asian exchanges before finally
getting an approval to list on the NASDAQ
Credit Suisse pulled out of helping them IPO right before it
happened and even the Financial Times reached out to get a
response but heard nothing. CAN was supposed to raise $400M in
the IPO and instead only raised $90M.
CAN is in a class action lawsuit for false and misleading statements
(view link here)
In late October, around three weeks before the Nasdaq listing,
Canaan announced a “strategic partnership” with a small Cayman
Island-incorporated, Hong Kong-listed company called
Grandshores, with Grandshores agreeing to spend up to $150M on
buying and distributing Canaan equipment on behalf of the
company by the end of 2020. 

That $150M would be a lot compared to CAN's 2019 revenue of
$200M
That $150M trumps the $15.9M in cash Grandshores has on its
balance sheet at the end of 2019... so how would they do this?
That $150M is also 5x Grandshores market cap of $33M on the
Hong Kong stock exchange (stock code: 1647).
Grandshores’ chairman and executive director, Yao Yongjie, is a
shareholder in Canaan, owning 8.2% of the company’s
outstanding shares, according to their latest SEC filing.
There were zero mentions of Grandshore or the
agreement/partnership mentioned in their latest 10K filing
View screenshots below.
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Sketchy Findings

https://www.scribd.com/document/450307077/Canaan-Class-Action-Suit
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CUBE finds this to be
very sketchy as the
company doesn't

mention this
agreement anymore

and could be much of
the reason they were

initially able to get
listed on the NASDAQ. 



The immediate implication after halving is that the newly minted
bitcoin in a day will fall from 1,800 to 900 units. That would also

mean mining operators will see their daily total revenue – at
bitcoin’s current price of $8600 – reduced from $15 million to $8

million.
 

More than 20 exahashes per second (EH/s) of computing power
– the equivalent of around 1.5 million older-generation mining

machines – has been switched off from Bitcoin since the
network’s halving. The seven-day rolling average of bitcoin’s

hashrate has dropped over 20% from around 122 EH/s just prior
to the halving on May 11 to now 97 EH/s. The once-in-four-years

event reduced miners’ block rewards from 12.5 to
6.25 bitcoin (BTC) per block. The hashrate drop after the halving

has significantly outrun the hashing sprint prior to it. As such,
bitcoin’s mining difficulty, which measures how hard it is to

compete for block rewards, decreased 6% to 15.14 Trillion at
2:00 UTC on Wednesday in the network’s first biweekly difficulty

adjustment since the halving.
 

According to miner profitability data tracked by PoolIn and
F2Pool, at bitcoin’s current price and difficulty, old generations

of miners won’t be profitable with an electricity rate that’s above
$0.05 per kilowatt-hour.
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Bitcoin Halving = Headwind



Bitcoins are expected to be fully mined out by the
year 2140. Therefore, Bitcoin mining machines may become less
productive as the available rewards for Bitcoin mining decrease.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For example, Toronto based HyperBlock Inc. (CSE: HYPR), a once semi-
popular crypto mining company, put out a press release this month
saying that the BTC halving has significantly reduced Bitcoin mining

compensation rewards earned by the company. HyperBlock
also confirmed that the algorithm halving, which occurs approximately
every four years to create scarcity by limiting the number of Bitcoin in

circulation, has cut the company's reward for mining each block by
half and cautioned that this has resulted in making its operations
uneconomical, based on current Bitcoin pricing, overall network

hashrate, and the company's ability to continue to access reliable,
affordable power.
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Electricity Prices in USD per
Kilowatt/Hour - 2019

The world average price is $0.14 per kWh for households
and $0.12 per kWh for businesses. Europe dominates the

upper-range of prices, with Germany and Denmark winning
(or rather, losing) for highest electricity prices worldwide.
This is partly due to their widespread use of natural gas,
which is more expensive than other fossil fuels. At 17.94
USD cents per kWh, Europeans pay roughly 6 cents per

kWh more than Americans on electricity. 
 

According to stats, electricity costs are nearly 3x higher
than they need to be for bitcoin mining to be profitable at

current prices.
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At the end of 2019 CAN had roughly $74.2M in cash which is
enough to handle their short term and long-term liabilities but if

we fast forward to how cash stands at the end of Q1 it's far
worse. 

 
As of yesterday's Q1 earnings report,  the company had cash and

cash equivalents of $37.3M - a drop of 50%.
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 CUBEWEALTHCAN REPORT

Based on their current cash flow burn, CAN will not make it
to 2021 without doing a debt/equity offering. At this pace,
the company will be out of cash by the middle of Q3, latest

Q4.
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Total net revenues in 2019 were RMB1,422.6 million (US$204.3
million) compared to RMB2,705.3 million in 2018.

 
The decrease was mainly due to the decline in ASP (average

selling price) per Thash sold, which in turn was the result of the
Bitcoin price drop that began in 2018. 

 
The decrease was partially offset by increases in

total computing power sold, which increased by 47.1% year over
year to 10.5 million Thash/s in 2019 from 7.2 million Thash/s in

2018.
 

The company lost a whopping $6.90 per share in 2019 as they
were even unable to generate gross profits. 
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 Total computing power sold increased by 18.4% to 0.9 million
Thash/s from 0.7 million Thash/s in the same period of 2019.
Total net revenues increased by 44.6% to RMB68.3 million
(US$9.6 million) from RMB47.2 million in the same period of
2019.
Gross profit increased by 417.0% to RMB2.4 million (US$0.3
million) from RMB0.5 million in the same period of 2019, while
gross margin expanded to 3.5% from 1.0% in the same period
of 2019.
Net loss narrowed to RMB39.9 million (US$5.6 million) from
RMB67.9 million in the same period of 2019.Non-GAAP
adjusted net loss was RMB38.2 million (US$5.4 million)
compared to RMB63.9 million in the same period of 2019.

The company has not yet issued a formal 10Q for their Q1 results
yesterday so CUBE is only able to go off of financials provided in

the press release.
 

 
 

While the quarter did show growth Y/Y this was mainly due to
spike in bitcoin prices Y/Y as BTC was in the $3,000-4,000 range in
Q1 2019 vs. $7,000-10,000 in Q1 2020. Even so, the company was
only able to generate $400K in gross profit and $5.6M in losses,

or -$0.24 per share. With the bitcoin halving and increase in
electricity costs (not even bringing COVID19 into the equation),
CUBE expects the company to post some major losses for the

year and doesn't expect profitability from the company, if ever.
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Operating cash flow burn amounted to $40M in 2019. This was
offset by net cash provided by financing activities of $39.9M in

2019, which was attributable to the repayment of
borrowings of $163.1M, which was partially offset by proceeds
from issuance of ordinary shares of $96.2M and proceeds from
issuance of ordinary shares upon IPO, net of cost of issuance of

$78.2M.
 

As mentioned in the balance sheet section, cash on hand at the
end of the year was $74.2M and has now dropped to $37.3M.

This is a major drop and much greater than CUBE was expecting
as we were thinking cash on hand would be closer to $50M at the

current operating cash burn of around $10M per quarter +
whatever capital expenditures occurred. This burn has obviously

increased.
 

CAN has not released a quarterly SEC filing yet and did not
provide a cash flow statement on their press release.

 
CUBE expects an additional debt/equity offering in the next

several months - assuming they are able to get it done.
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CAN
FUNDAMENTALS

 

Unfortunately, there is little fundamental analysis that can be done
on Canaan but there is another bitcoin mining manufacturing

company called Ebang that is planning to go public.
 

Bitcoin’s value did well in 2019 and practically doubled from January 1
to December 31 but while Bitcoin itself did fine, Ebang’s numbers are
also disastrous. Revenue fell from $319M in 2018 to $109M in 2019,

and the company reported a gross loss of $30M in 2019 as well. Even
in 2018, it still had a net loss of $12M. The company is now trying to
raise $100M on the U.S. markets after not being able to raise $1B in

Asia - sound familiar? On top of this, Ebang is also drenched in
lawsuits from similar fake contracts and misleading financials.

 
With no profitability anywhere in sight and continued cash burn, CAN

will have to resort to either debt or equity to continue as a
functioning business. The issue here is that CAN had such a difficult

time trying to raise capital during the IPO so CUBE believes it is going
to be even harder on a secondary offering. This will most likely come

as convertible debt with an exorbitant interest rate and dilutive
warrants at a price that is not too far out of the money as it will be

extremely difficult to persuade an investor to fund a company who is
solely reliant on the price of speculative currency to drive revenue

with no sign of profitability.
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TECH ANALYSIS 

SUMMARY

Looking at the charts, we think CAN is
going to sink lower. The stock was denied
multiple times by its R1 resistance level of
$5.99, sunk well below its 20DMA of $5.00
at the time, dropped below its pivot point
of $4.43 and caught a bounce at its
50DMA.
 
Afterwards the stock was denied by its
pivot point (which was once a support)
and now, after their earnings report, was
unable to hold the 50DMA of $4.06. We
believe the stock is going to visit the S1
level of $3.62 and may find some decent
support there for a short period. We then
expect a move towards all-time lows as
the company announces a debt/equity
raise to continue operations.
 
It would not shock CUBE to see shares in
the mid-$2 range in the coming months.



BULLISH OR

BEARISH?

VS.

MORE BULLISH
(POSITIVE)

MORE BEARISH
(NEGATIVE)



Overall, CUBE is bearish on Canaan. When we take into account

the outstanding lawsuits, the potential fraud, the contraction in

revenues, the cash flow burn, the bitcoin halving, the finite

amount of BTC to mine, the cost of electricity, the weak margins,

and the competition, there is little, if anything, to get bullish on

here.

 

If one wants to use Canaan as a proxy for a move higher in

cryptos, CUBE would actually just suggest just buying the

cryptos outright without all of the risks that come from owning

Canaan because there is legit possibility, and we are already

seeing it this year, where BTC is up and CAN is negative. We feel

it is better to just outright own the crypto if that is indeed the

motivator behind considering CAN as an investment.

 

All in all, this is a name we would avoid alongside Ebang if they

are able to list on a US exchange. There is no terminal value on a

DCF model when the amount of bitcoin that can be mined is

finite and going to zero. We'll end it on this note, if bitcoin

mining was so profitable, why doesn't CAN do it themselves?

CAN
CONCLUSION



NOTHING IN THIS DOCUMENT, OR ANY DOCUMENTS FOR THAT
MATTER, SHOULD BE USED OR CONSTRUED AS AN OFFER TO SELL, A

SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY, OR A RECOMMENDATION FOR ANY
SECURITY. NOR IS IT INTENDED AS INVESTMENT, TAX, FINANCIAL OR

LEGAL ADVICE. INVESTORS SHOULD SEEK SUCH PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
FOR THEIR PARTICULAR SITUATION. CUBE DOES NOT MAKE ANY

GUARANTEE OR OTHER PROMISE AS TO ANY RESULTS THAT MAY BE
OBTAINED FROM USING OUR CONTENT. NO ONE SHOULD MAKE ANY

INVESTMENT DECISION WITHOUT FIRST CONSULTING HIS OR HER OWN
FINANCIAL ADVISOR AND CONDUCTING HIS OR HER OWN RESEARCH
AND DUE DILIGENCE. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW,

CUBE DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL LIABILITY IN THE EVENT ANY
INFORMATION, COMMENTARY, ANALYSIS, OPINIONS, ADVICE AND/OR

RECOMMENDATIONS PROVE TO BE INACCURATE, INCOMPLETE OR
UNRELIABLE, OR RESULT IN ANY INVESTMENT OR OTHER LOSSES.

CONTENT CONTAINED ON OR MADE AVAILABLE IS NOT INTENDED TO
AND DOES NOT CONSTITUTE LEGAL ADVICE OR INVESTMENT ADVICE
AND NO ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP IS FORMED. YOUR USE OF

THE INFORMATION IS AT YOUR OWN RISK. THIS CONTENT IS
CONFIDENTIAL AND MUST NOT BE DISTRIBUTED

DISCLAIMER


